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My Eyes!

“Sir, what’s going on? Should you encounter a problem, I’ll send our
men to finish it.” Mawar asked concerningly.

“Everything is alright. I just bought a shop on this road, what a
coincidence,” replied Leon.

“That is not, Sir. The Wijayas already had too much assets and you will

encounter more situations like this in the country. It has been a long time
since you’ve looked for the assets; your years of experience has made
you ignorant in managing your family assets. Please be prepared for more
surprises in the future.” Mawar said in her soft and warm voice.

During the years Leon went away for training, the Wijaya family grew

even wealthier than before.

“This isn’t a surprise, but I was taken aback. From the clothing stores,
food and beverages… they’re all home. If I were to go out shopping, it
would be the same as visiting my own backyard. That’s no fun.”

“Leon, Sir, you now own Oregon’s biggest road, the Oregon Avenue.
I’ve arranged for Mr Dani to hand over the road to you. In three days,
you can give Mr Dani a call,” explained Mawar.

“Mr Dani… the name sounds familiar. I’ve heard his name before,” Leon
said.
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He suddenly remembered the name’s owner; a smile crept across his
face.

“Sir don’t think too much about him. Mr Dani is only a part-time worker.
One more thing Sir, your aunt has sent you more allowance. Please don’t
hesitate to spend it. Increasing your consumption level will be a good
sign, so please finish it,” Mawar reminded Leon once again.

Leon smiled. “I have my own plans.”

After the call ended, Sucyanti who has been standing beside Leon asked
curiously, “Who were you talking to? You were smiling.”

Leon gave a carefree reply, “It was no one, just a friend of mine.”

It is unnecessary to tell Sucyanti everything. Even is his identity is
revealed, she will not believe him.

Leon’s mind became clear. He wasn’t bothered about Tommy at all.

“It’s almost time. I must go back.”

“Okay then, grandpa should also be done with his business.” Sucyanti
then made her request. “I suggest you hide! Don’t make grandpa worry
about you. Not because our family can’t pay the Danis, but it is
concerning his health. He is an old man.” Her face blushed as she said it.

Sucyanti knew it was slightly impolite to dictate Leon to run away, but
she is very sure the Dani family will kill Leon as if he is a rabbit hunted
by a giant snake.

She didn’t want her grandfather, who had just recovered, to get involved
in the ensuing fight. His problem with Jerry and the fake painting is an

entirely different issue.



But Tommy was beaten… how would the Dani family let Leon go?

While Sucyanti is thinking Leon will end up in a catastrophe, Leon
showed a relaxed expression instead.

Leon stood tall and confident; his face showed an aura of calmness.

“My problem doesn’t have to involve your grandfather. I was brave
enough to hit Tommy which means I was not scared of the Dani family in
the first place. Besides, Oregon is not theirs!”

Leon’s tough attitude almost rubbed on Sucyanti. He is a real man!

But Sucyanti shrugged her shoulders helplessly.

“Leon, your appearance when you were pretending was really charming;
even I almost fell in love, you know? But the Dani family has immense

wealth, how could you still hit Tommy?!”

“It’s because I am a Wijaya!”

Sucyanti was confused at Leon’s reply, she finds it slightly funny.

What if your surname is Wijaya? There are lots of family names in this

world and many names sound alike.

Sucyanti has no idea of the special meaning behind his name, thus she
thinks Leon is being weird. But if her grandfather or father heard what
Leon said, they will be shivering!

Suddenly, a woman appeared in front of Leon and Sucyanti.

Leon glanced at her and realized it is Yenni.



She scanned at the branded shopping bags Leon and Sucyanti carried,
then looked at Leon’s face with disgust.

Yenni pointed her finger at Leon and coldly said, “No wonder you have
the money to book a bed in the intensive care unit for Rachel’s mother. It
turns out you are a gigolo for the rich women. Imagine how broken

Rachel would be to know how you earn money!”

Yenni had no idea what is going on, but she came with the sole intent of
ruining Leon’s reputation.

Leon didn’t expect to meet Yenni and her foul mouth. The person to
entitle Oregon Avenue as the most prestigious road must be mistaken;
[eople like Yenni can still crawl around here at night!

“Silence! You have no idea of the truth and only speak nonsense. Are
you not afraid to have your tongue cut out?” Leon said as a cold aura
rose from his body.

How rude! Yenni should change her name to ‘Foul Mouth’ for all the
words that came out of her mouth are trash.

“This proves that you and Gerald are nothing alike!” Yenni laughed
coldly in satisfaction.

“You master Gerald is now lying in the hospital. As his loyal follower
you should bring him some fruits on your visit tomorrow.”

“Huh? How do you know? Gerald is on a holiday leave. What do you

understand? What does a low-life like you know about Gerald’s life?!”
Yenni retaliated harshly.



At that moment, a cold breath was heard from Leon; everything else fell
into silence just before Leon’s powerful breath exploded from inside him.
He rapidly came towards Yenni.

Other people on the road are unable to sense his anger, they thought it
was just the passing wind.

“Whoosh!”

Sucyanti closed her eyes due to the strong wind. In a second, Yenni’s
clothes was sliced in different places and her long hair was cut short. She
was pushed back by the unseen force which then sent her spinning in the
air; she landed on a pile of fresh dog poop left on the street.

Yenni’s aerial flips and turns were as smooth and consistent as gymnast

When Sucyanti opened her eyes, Yenni was already gone from her sight.
All she heard was the sound of weeping in the background.

“Huh? Where did she go?” Sucyanti scrunched her forehead.

“Maybe she fell into the sewer. Don’t mind her.” Leon turned his back
and continued walking.

Leon only warned Yenni this time. The next time she is going to open her
foul mouth, she will not be as lucky.

While Leon thinks about it, Yenni will vanish without trace.

The night passed and it’s already eight in the morning.

Leon arrived at the eastern gate of the Royal Taruma Hospital and
arranged a consultation with specialists for Rachel’s mother that day.



After the consultation, Rachel’s mother will receive a systematic
treatment for her illness.

But this was all a cover for Leon. He is letting Rachel and her mother
relax while Leon will secretly care for Anna.

According to the treatment protocols, Anna’s illness will require a risky
surgical procedure that might injure her other organs. Leon plans to heal
her before the surgery.

Everything has been planned; it wouldn’t need much time to help Rachel
solve her biggest challenge.

At that moment, Leon saw a young man who was injured in a car

accident lifted out of the ambulance.

No wonder death happens every day here; a lot of critical patients are
bought into the hospital daily.

He noticed a peculiar sight; five black Audis closely trailed the
ambulance. From the five cars came out a dozen of men dressed in black

suits.

The men in black cleared a way through the crowds for the injured young
man and medical staff to pass through.

The injured young man was wailing in pain with his eyes closed.

“My eyes! My eyes!”
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Leon guessed the young man must be the son of a conglomerate in
Oregon.

Leon felt the man’s face looked familiar as if he has met him somewhere,
but Leon couldn’t recall.

The most important point is the injury to his face; his left eye is bleeding
and emergency treatment couldn’t stop it.

Leon didn’t care about the man. A lot of cases like that happen in the

hospital. To him, all patients are equal. There is no difference between
the rich and the poor.

He arrived at Anna’s room and saw that Rachel just finished her
breakfast.

Yenni wasn’t there and it made the room much more comfortable.

“Leon, have you eaten breakfast? If not, I will get you something to eat,”
Rachel said with concern.

Leon’s mood immediately improved the moment he saw Rachel’s
beautiful face.

“You don’t have to. I’ve eaten ten minutes ago. I called a female
physician for a professional consultation and I will arrange a treatment
plan. Don’t worry, I will take great care of her,” Leon smiled/

Rachel nodded her head and she felt warm inside. She felt comfortable
when Leon is with her.
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Rachel knew that without Leon, her family will never experience such
excellent medical treatment. Initially, she wanted her mother to be treated
at the public hospital, but the hospital didn’t even have a lift.

In reality, it was Rachel’s kindness that saved her mother’s life.

The reason why Leon is willing to help Rachel is not because of her
popularity. Although everything about her appearance and attitude is
captivating, Leon has enough of such graceful women in his life.

When Leon was just released from jail, Rachel is the first person to greet
him warmly, and kindly reminded him to be cautious about Gerald.

When most of Leon’s friends hid from him, Rachel trusts him and never

judges him. Leon will surely remember her kindness up to this day.

Suddenly, Rachel reached for her phone and showed an article from the

local news portal. She then told Leon, “Leon, look at the girl who fell;
she looks like Yenni!”

An excerpt of the news read, ‘A woman from Oregon was found in the

sewers of the Oregon Avenue after suffering a fall at 10 p.m. last night.
Descriptions of the woman includes her wearing strikingly open clothes
and an eccentric haircut. Her behavior was uncontrollable…”

Under the text was a picture of the woman; everything except her face
was censored.

Her short and modern hair cut was by courtesy of Leon.

“Yeah… they kind of look alike,” Leon tried his best to contain his
laughter.



“But how would Yenni want to style her hair like this? I think she’s a

different person…” Rachel is unsure.

“Maybe she’s a crazy person, but who knows?” Leon shrugs his
shoulders.

The consultation went smoothly as scheduled.

The doctors at the Royal Taruma Hospital have gathered at the
conference room to discuss about the surgery plan.

Leon wanted to hear about the doctors’ opinion on the case. He would be
able to learn from them and use the knowledge to his benefit. It doesn’t
matter whether it is traditional or western medicine as long as the disease
is cured.

The conference will start soon, and Leon has requested Director Ezra to
allow him in the room.

When Leon entered the conference room, he received looks of
displeasure from the doctors.

“Who are you? Who let you in?”

“This is a restricted conference.”

“His badge says Oregon State University. Is he a medical student?”

“How is a student allowed in here?”

“Keep quiet and listen to what he has to say. Watch your reputation!’

The ten surgeons seem to underestimate Leon.



Most industries have a chain of seniority which allows seniors to
intimidate their juniors. The medical field itself has a high requirement in
terms of professionality and a slow promotion. Only after reaching
forty-years-old is someone allowed the rank of Director. With that, how
would senior doctors take good care of their students?

“The patient’s daughter is my classmate. I am a medical student from

Oregon State University, and I am here today to listen to your surgery

plan with permission from Director Ezra.” He mentioned Ezra’s name to
save time.

“Dr. Glen, he said Director Ezra allowed him to join this conference. I
think we should confirm it,” said another doctor as he looked at Dr.
Glen.

Dr. Glen is one of the most well-known doctors in the hospital who is
responsible for the team of surgeons. Obviously, he enjoys his high
reputation in the hospital.

Dr. Glen glanced at Leon and asked him, “It would be illogical to let a
student listen to the pre-op plans; it isn’t in accordance to the rules. Did
you really come here with Director Ezra’s permission?’

Glen felt that Director Ezra shouldn’t have let a student into the
conference. Besides going against the rules, it is just naïve.

“The members of this conference are professional specialists, and you
want to listen to our plans? Will you even understand everything we’re

saying?”

Dr. Glen didn’t act aggressively, but his eyes showed intense dislike
towards Leon.

“Of course, you can confirm it to Director Ezra,” Leon replied.



Dr. Glen was annoyed at what he heard.

In the hospital, Dr. Glen had more than one thousand people working
under him. Also, the position of vice director is currently empty. He will
be promoted as vice director by the board and become the youngest vice
director in the hospital’s history.

Dr. Glen will become vice director in his forties and his passion burned.

“I don’t have to call to make my decision! How is it possible Director

Ezra allows a student to join the conference? And you still want me to

ask him about this? Get out of here now!”

Leon was irritated at Dr. Glen’s sudden outburst.

Leon is an inheritor of precious ancient medical knowledge; even Ezra
couldn’t keep him. The surgeons should have appreciated the chance to
talk to Leon!

His reaction was not out of the ordinary.

Leon didn’t want to offend the doctors and he indeed had Director Ezra’s
permission. Dr. Glen’s anger explosion doesn’t make sense at all.

“Are you trying to kick me out? You don’t have the right to!” Leon said
coldly.
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“You are only a student. Will you understand our conversation? This is a

professional conference and we are all experienced surgeons. Are you
dreaming?” Dr. Glen shouted in anger.



“There is no field in medicine I don’t understand. I will listen to today’s
conference!” Leon walked inside and sat beside Dr. Glen.

The doctors are being ridiculous. Leon is the inheritor of the sacred
knowledge of ancient medicine! They are nothing but juniors to Leon.

Dr. Glen exploded in anger; his face turned red and he stared at Leon
sharply like a fierce eagle.

“Alright, you’ve got the guts! You’ve postponed the patient’s treatment
and you won’t be responsible for this!”

Leon smiled coldly. “I can do it myself. Carry on the conference and do
whatever you want to do!”

“Arrogant student! Outrageous!”

Dr. Glen slammed his hands on the table and growled at Leon.

The other doctors showed their disgust towards Leon.

“This boy is being brave! All the doctors here are reputable professionals
in the hospital!”

“Cows who only look down and eat grass wouldn’t know the broad of the
horizon,” Leon said to attack Dr. Glen.

“You’re just a boy who drinks milk! Do you have any idea how difficult

this procedure is?!”

Leon answered lightly, “The patient doesn’t require surgery.”
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“You must have never done one!” Dr. Glen smirked.

“Why does she have to undergo surgery? I can treat her without the

surgery!” he replied confidently.

“What treatment are you choosing? She is suffering from chronic

cerebrovascular and cardiovascular disease. Are you talking nonsense?”
Dr. Glen attacked.

Leon stared back at him. “I’m not here to start a fight; I’m here to learn!
I want to hear your opinions and plans!”

Leon tried to stay humble. As someone who holds great knowledge in
medicine, he was taught to maintain his composure and put his ego aside
to reach his maximum potential.

Even in front of the doctors in Kyoto, Leon will always be right.

A lot of the famous doctors in Kyoto are disciples of Liana. They refer to
Leon as their senior.

Leon is gathering knowledge in many fields. He never thought too highly
of himself and to have humility, which makes up his life principle.

But if the opposing side is acting outrageously, Leon doesn’t need to treat
them politely. Good examples are Tommy and Yenni.

If Leon has the thought to kill a person, he or she will never know the

way they will die.

“You are just a student. What experience do you have! How outrageous!”
Dr. Glen burst angrily. He wants to safeguard his position as the vice
director and prevent Leon from ruining his opportunity.



A few doctors tried to break the fight and calm Dr. Glen to finish the
conference before dealing with Leon.

Dr. Glen is still irritated, and he will not Leon go easily. Right now, it’s
better for him to let go of his rage for the time being. In a while, he will
be promoted as vice director and as long as Leon is still interning in the
hospital, he can make Leon suffer.

“Fine, you are here today not because of Director Ezra’s permit but
because I let you in! You will only listen and not interfere the
discussion!”

Dr. Glen hold onto his anger.

Leon glanced at him and smiled sarcastically. “Is that it?”

The doctors continued their meeting. Leon sat calmly and listened to their
surgery plan.

When Leon said he wanted to learn from them, he meant it. If the doctors
could come up with a great plan, Leon will learn from it.

But the conclusion made Leon felt disappointed. Their plans were
ordinary, the doctors didn’t create any innovative plan or procedure.

‘Medicine in United States is very much left behind. I’ve given you all
four years and no development were made. Maybe I was expecting too
much… but the procedure will only give the patient a fifty percent
recovery rate and still leave her in pain,” Leon thought to himself.

Dr. Glen finished his talk and glanced at Leon who was in a daydream.

“Do you understand or not? As I’ve told you before, the procedure is
way beyond you, but you didn’t listen and acted arrogantly!”



“I don’t understand. Everything about your plan is ordinary and the
possibility of recovery is only half. What’s the point of the procedure?”
Leon countered.

Dr. Glen and his colleagues were taken aback by Leon’s statement that
the recovery rate is only fifty percent!

“Nonsense!” shouted Dr. Glen.

“Through your stimulation of a craniotomy, the procedure will easily
damage surrounding nerve tissue and the patient might end up
permanently paralyzed. Although the patient is cured of her disease, she
will be paralyzed for the rest of her life. Why still choose the surgery?”

Leon sounded like a professional doctor himself.

“What do you know? This is the best possible outcome. You can only
talk when you have no experience at all! Stop making trouble here!” Dr.
Glen slammed the table again.

Leon wasn’t shaken at all. He sat calmly on his chair; his expression
unchanged.

If Dr. Glen said Leon has zero experience, how would he become an

inheritor to the sacred knowledge of ancient medicine and heir to the
talented Wijaya family?

Leon has received the answers he wanted to hear. “Whether I understand

it or not, explaining it to you is pointless. I’ve reached my goal here.”

The conference Director Ezra arranged brought comfort to Rachel and
have Leon his chance to get his answers.



Unfortunately, the procedure plan was nothing extraordinary, and the
doctors’ attitude made it worse.

What Leon said bothered Dr. Glen.

He thought to himself, “Soon I will be promoted as Vice Director. What

does a student have to teach me?!”.

Before Dr. Glen can scream at Leon, a nurse busted through the door in
panic.

“Dr. Glen! A patient who suffered an accident this morning came with

glass shards in his left eye. No doctor is willing to perform the surgery!”

Dr. Glen raised his eyebrows, “Can’t you see we’re in the middle of
something important? Have another doctor do the procedure!”

“You cannot, Doc. He is a special patient.”

“What do you mean special?” Dr. Glen asked in confusion.

The nurse came closer and whispered, “The patient’s name is Jerry. Mr
Dani and his wife are here waiting. You are requested to lead the
surgery.”

The moment he heard the Dani family is here, he left in a rush to meet
Mr Dani. He wouldn’t dare make them wait.

Thirty minutes later, Dr. Glen exited the intensive care unit shaking his
head at Mr Dani.

“Mr Dani, this is will be a difficult procedure. I checked the position of
the glass shards in his left eye; they are only a few millimeters away from



his optic nerve. A small mistake might cause blindness. It is a difficult
procedure indeed!” Dr. Glen said sadly.

Mr Dani pulled Dr. Glen’s collar and said close to his face, “I don’t care!
You must save my son! If the surgery fails, don’t even think about living
in Oregon!” His expression was crazy.

“Alright… Although there is only a thirty percent chance this procedure
will work, I will try my best,” the doctor replied with fear written on his
face.

Suddenly, Director Ezra said to Mr Dani, “Sir, don’t rush the procedure.
I want to recommend someone who might have a way…”
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“Who is he? If he can heal my son’s eye, I will give him anything!” Mr
Dani said emotionally.

“There is a seventy percent chance of success with him, but we’ll need to
ask him to be sure.”

Everyone was supposed to rejoice at the news, but not Dr Glen. He shook
his head and spoke to Director Ezra, “Impossible! No one in Oregon can

beat me!”

“He is a special person,” the Director replied seriously.

Dr Glen looked at him with suspicion and wondered what’s on his mind.
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“Is he trying to ruin my reputation? I’m renowned as the greatest surgeon

in Oregon. It’s hard to operate on Jerry’s eye, and now Ezra said

someone else could do it more successfully? Will this threaten my future

spot as Vice Director?”

Dr Glen thought hard and started becoming paranoid. The Director
must’ve acted like this because of Leon. He will rise in the ranks quickly
and replace his position one day!

Director Ezra thought harder. Leon is not willing to work in the hospital
nor take the position of a mentor in the Oregon Institute of Medicine.
How would Leon manage a hospital and the billions of properties waiting
for him to inherit?

“Director, where is the man? Why have I never heard of him during my

time working here?” Dr Glen asked with suspicion.

Director Ezra didn’t want to give him the right image. He said, “No
wonder you’ve never heard of him for he is a very humble man. I dare
say in the next ten years he will become a celebrated figure in United
States’s field of medicine!”

Ten years? Leon could do it in ten days if he wants to.

“Director, I think that’s too much. Even if he is a genius, we’ve never
seen him or know his identity,” Dr Glen said roughly.

Mr Dani started to grow impatient and shouted, “Fine! The two of you,
bring him here. Don’t neglect my son! In the future I will donate for the
hospital’s cause!”

The reason behind his bold actions is because the Dani family donated
medical instruments to the hospital annually. In return, the hospital will
promote the DN Group, thus benefitting each other.



The renewal of medical instruments requires a lot of money. This makes
Mr Dani a respected and important person in the hospital.

Dr Glen waited for the clown Director Ezra is about to introduce. He
refused to believe someone in Oregon is more skilful than he is.

Leon received a call from Director Ezra requesting for his help.

“Oh… I will head there immediately,” Leon agreed to come.

Although Leon and the Director are not very close, they know each other

well enough for Leon to stop by and have a look.

When Leon arrived, Director Ezra greeted him.

“Leon, the patient is in an emergency state. After the car collision, a
glass shard entered his left eye and damaged his optic nerve. It will be a
difficult surgery. Do you have another solution?”

Leon answered relaxedly, “Don’t panic. This is not a big problem.”

Leon had already observed the patient’s wound this morning and
immediately had a solution.

“Listen to me Leon. The patient is a man of status; he is the son of a VIP
in this hospital who has donated a lot for the hospital. You get what I
mean, right?” the Director said carefully.

Leon nodded with a straight facial expression, “Ah, I understand.”

“This will all rely on you. I wish you all the best.” The Director gave
Leon a pat on his shoulder.

Leon kept his mental stability; he must not be anxious.



Dr Glen looked at Leon, and his face changed. He couldn’t imagine how
the great man Director Ezra was talking about is the same Student who
sat in his conference an hour ago.

“How could it be you?” Dr Glen pointed at Leon, his eyes shooting
daggers at him.

Leon took firm strides towards the doctor. “Why not?”

“You’re a student with no experience. You’re coming here to stir up
trouble! Director Ezra, is this the expert you mentioned?” Dr Glen asked
in disbelief.

“True! He is the man I told you about. Despite his young age, he has
excellent medical skills. Let him check on the patient now.”

Although Director Ezra is unsure if he made the right decision, he
believed that with the knowledge Leon possesses, he shows a more
promising result than Dr Glen.

Also, for health problems incurable by modern medicine, trying the
methods of traditional medicine might bring a positive outcome. Since
Leon is gifted in the knowledge of modern medicine, he could integrate
the two practices in treatment.

But Dr Glen refuses to accept the Director’s reasoning. How could a

famous surgeon be compared to a student? He doesn’t trust Leon at all!

“This must be a joke! Director, are you related to Leon in any way? How

could you do this?” Dr Glen asked with a cold smile.

“My decision is not your problem! Don’t try to school me and mind your
position!”, Director Ezra answered firmly.



“Director don’t take it the wrong way. Its just that you’re allowing a
student to operate Mr Dani’s son… This is not a joke, right? Not only it

is illegal, but how much experience does an undergraduate possess? I bet

he hasn’t even touched a knife!”

“A patient’s life is more important beyond existing rules. Plus, this is a
special situation. Who said Leon is just a student?’

“Then who is he?”

“He is a lecturer at the Oregon Institute of Medicine with a reputation
higher than most doctors in our hospital. I wouldn’t say this but if Dr.
Glen is sure of his abilities, I will not invite Leon into this problem.”

“I don’t know what trick you’re playing but try asking Mr Dani if he is
willing to allow a student to do the procedure.” Glen replied coldly.

Mr Dani was there during their exchange. He scrunched his forehead at
what he heard.

“Student or not, can any of you do the procedure? Or else I’m moving to

another hospital!”

Dr Glen quickly said, “Mr Dani, Director Ezra is letting an
unexperienced student to operate on your son. They are playing to play
with his life!”

Mr Dani was furious, “What’s this Dr. Ezra? I wouldn’t let a student

operate on my son. At least a senior doctor will do! Are you trying to
mess with me?”

Leon smiled coldly at Mr Dani’s reaction.



A lot of people are after his famous ancient treatments but couldn’t find it
anywhere.

If it wasn’t for Leon travelling around the world, no matter who the boss
is, don’t try to offend him!
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“Who said I am just a student? I am a certified medical practitioner and

a lecturer at the Oregon Institute of Medicine.” Leon showed them his

certificate.

Director Ezra realized that Leon can handle critical situations well. In just
one sentence, Leon can silence and prove his opponents wrong.

Dr Glen’s face darkened, and he said to himself, “Alright! You really
want to play this game and even prepared a certificate for Leon. It seems
you’re looking forward to promote him!”

It is rare for someone to gain fellowship in the Oregon Institute of
Medicine. Leon achieved it by relying on his intelligence, special talent,
and a hidden channel.

“Ezra, is he really capable of the surgery?” Mr Dani was still doubtful.
To him, Leon is too young; he is yet to go through various conditions and
qualifications.

“Your son is in a critical state and no doctor guaranteed they will one
hundred percent succeed. But Leon said there is a seventy percent chance
for success. This all depends on you, Mr Dani,” Ezra explained.
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“Is there no other senior doctor?” Mr Dani asked.

Ezra devised a solution to assure Mr Dani, “Otherwise, let Leon and Dr
Glen do the procedure together. It will be safer that way.”

Dr Glen was dissatisfied at the director’s decision. He is embarrassed to
do the procedure with a student.

Leon has a major role and can heal the sick with his abilities in ancient
medicine!

“I disagree! Mr Dani, he is not worthy to be in my team, not even as an
assistant!” Dr Glen clenched his teeth. “I will be responsible for this
surgery; I will succeed, and Jerry’s eye will be saved!”

Dr Glen was against Director Ezra’s decision and took a large risk to
avoid giving Leon the center of attention.

If he were to succeed, he would match the Dani family’s generosity.
They will in turn provide large sponsors to support his next promotion
step.

“Great! Dr Glen, since you are confident, you will do the surgery, and I
will reward you if you succeed!” Mr Dani declared.

Director Ezra is unhappy at how Mr Dani chose Dr Glen. But it is not
good to delay a patient’s treatment.

Mr Dani chose Dr Glen over Leon due to his age and experience.

Director Ezra patted Leon’s shoulders to show his support.

But Leon wasn’t disappointed at all; he wasn’t here to gain Mr Dani’s
favor. In his eyes, Mr Dani is a nobody. Leon only came for Ezra.



Before entering the operating theater, Dr Glen glanced at Leon with
disgust, his eyes full of hatred and craze. “Are you trying to steal my
rank? You never will!” he thought to himself.

After pre-operative preparations, Dr Glen and his team entered the

operating theatre.

Jerry lay on the bed half-conscious under anesthetics.

In according to Glen’s plan, he will slowly extract the glass shards from
Jerry’s eye.

His confidence multiplied; he felt he can do anything.

“In Oregon, if I cannot operate a patient, don’t hope someone else will. If
I cannot heal a patient, then no one else will!”

The surgery went on for twenty minutes. Everything was well.

Suddenly, Jerry’s eye bled severely; the shard must have injured the
eye’s blood vessels.

Dr Glen who was full of confidence suddenly turned pale. Beads of cold
sweat formed on his forehead and his hand is visibly shaking.

“Cauter! Cauter!”

The theater became silent as the team stood frozen.

Volumes of blood are flowing!

Finally, the bleeding was stopped!



But Dr Glen became unsure to carry on the surgery. He is anxious a small
mishap might cause bleeding into the eye and surrounding structures. If
he fails to extract the glass shards, the surgery might risk damaging his
brain.

Dr Glen’s mind became empty. He is panicked and confused! He has
failed!

The surgery’s failure marks his doomed reputation.

Although he knew the surgery is difficult and has a low success rate, Dr
Glen still failed in the end.

“I’m finished! Ezra and the boy will steal this chance… How am I going

to face Mr Dani?!” he thought to himself.

Previously he promised Mr Dani with full confidence that the surgery
will succeed. He is now very embarrassed.

Now that Glen has made the Dani family upset… will he make it out
alive?

In his extreme disappointment and destruction, he exited the surgery
room.

“Dr Glen, how did it go? It must be successful!” Mr Dani greeted him
with a huge smile.

“I deeply apologize, Mr Dani. There was a slight complication, but trust
me I am trying my best,” Dr Glen explained with guilt haunting him.

“What?! Doctor what did you promise me? If anything happens to my

son, don’t even hope you’ll stay alive!” Mr Dani shouted angrily.



At that moment, Leon who was already geared to enter the operating
theater was caught by Mr Dani.

“Hey stop! What are you doing?!”

“If you don’t want your son to turn blind, let me go. Otherwise not even
God can save him.”

“Are you sure?”

“Why would I be here if I wasn’t sure? Are you satisfied?” Leon
released Mr Dani’s grasp and entered the theater without looking back.

Mr Dani was humiliated. This is the first time anyone has let go of his
hand.

Director Ezra pretended to stay calm; he was unsure Leon could
successfully operate on Jerry. Now that an expert like Dr Glen has failed,
everything depends on Leon!”

Dr Glen was the most agitated; if Leon succeeded in extracting the glass
shard, his reputation is in shambles!

He tried cheering himself up, “No way! Impossible! If I myself can’t do
it, what can he?”

Leon entered the operating theatre and didn’t lift the knife at all. He put
his hand on Jerry’s head and softly touched him a few times.

Leon’s palms produced a powerful inner force which is transferred into
Jerry’s skull and flowed into his left eye.

Slowly, the glass shard was pulled out of his wound.



This is the reason why Leon trains his inner force. His power destroyed
and pushed out the glass shards little by little without damaging the
surrounding eye structures.

The technique avoids damage to the eyeball and allows the accurate
extraction of the glass shards.

Leon can only gain this ability after training in medicine, Tao and
Kungfu.

Now, as long as the bleeding is controlled, the surgery is over.

In Leon’s words, “Don’t panic. It’s not a big problem.”

After three minutes, Leon calmly walked out of the room.

Dr Glen was relieved to see Leon exiting in a short time.

“You went out quickly! I knew there is nothing you can do! You were so
arrogant, and in the end, you can’t do anything!”

Mr Dani rushed towards Leon after hearing Glen’s words. But Leon
swiftly pushed Mr Dani against the wall and locked his movement.

“You were too rushed. The glass shard is out, don’t be a hypocrite.”

Dr Glen was offended and shouted in disbelief, “Impossible! You can’t
even seal a wound in three minutes!”

“Who said he needed surgery?” Leon asked. He is still holding Mr Dani
and stared at Dr Glen.

‘How can you extract the glass shard without surgery? Are you joking?
Tell me, if it wasn’t surgery, then what did you do?” Dr Glen asked
coldly.



Leon released Mr Dani and said, “If I had to give it a name, let’s call it
head-patting treatment.”
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Accusations

What? Cerebral hemorrhage?

Mr Santoso, Dr Glen and Director Ezra was taken aback by Leon’s
words.

“Stop saying nonsense! There is no such thing as a head-killing surgery!”
Dr Glen scrunched his forehead.

“Who said you can start surgery once he is admitted? To receive

treatment is already good enough,” Leon countered in annoyance at Dr
Glen.

In Leon’s eyes, Dr Glen has no skill and the right to say anything about
medicine.

“If you say so, will my son be able to recover?” Mr Santoso asked. He
was mixed in surprise and excitement.

“See for yourself. I have taken out the glass shard, he will only need to
recover,” Leon answered.

Leon never categorized his patients as the rich or the poor. Although he
has cured a son of the Dani family, Leon stayed cool and didn’t try to
gain Mr Santoso’s attention.
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After the talk, Leon and Director Ezra left the patient’s room.

“Leon, is there such thing as a head-killing surgery? The name sounds

weird. Is the procedure a part of traditional medicine?” Ezra asked with
curiosity.

“Whatever you say, I don’t care,” Leon relied as he ignored Ezra’s
question.

“I understand. How great is the field of traditional medicine! I am in

awe!”, Ezra looked at Leon proudly and gave him a thumbs-up.

Leon shook his head and said nothing at the sight.

“Leon, did you heal the injury on his son’s face too?”

“Yes, of course,” Leon said with confidence.

No one doubts Leon’s excellent surgical skills.

Ezra was pleased with Leon’s abilities. He could strengthen the hospital
and make it the center of attention.

Leon never told anyone that he is a traditional physician, but Director
Ezra has guessed it from the beginning.

“Isn’t the Dani family a part of the DN Group in Oregon?” Leon asked
Ezra.

Ezra nodded his head. “That’s right. Mr Santoso is the president director
of the DN Group. The one receiving treatment is his son, he has a twin,”
he explained.



“Oh, no wonder he looked familiar… turns out they are twins,” Leon
said with a small smile.

Despite the injury on Jerry’s face, Leon could still recognize him.

It was a bright and cloudy day when Jerry visited Mount Muare to check
at the villas he is planning to buy. To his disappointment, the villas were
bought by no other than Leon. Jerry has harbored a dislike towards him
since then.

“Leon, is something wrong?” Ezra asked Leon.

“Nothing. The Danis are a family of criminals,” Leon said. He is fed up
with their attitude.

Ten minutes later, Mr Santoso walked out of the operating theater with a
smug grin plastered on his face.

How miraculous! He didn’t expect the young man to beat Dr Glen. He
planned to ask Leon to replace Dr Glen as the Dani family’s physician.

“Young man, I appreciate your creativity and hard work. I wish to show
you my gratitude so tell me how much money you want!” Mr Santoso
said haughtily.

Although Leon keeps a simple appearance, he is a wealthy and powerful
man.

“You don’t have to,” Leon replied.

Mr Santoso was confused at Leon’s plain response. When he offers

someone money, they will immediately mention the amount they want.
Leon is different from the other doctors and that sparked his curiosity.



Everyone in Oregon wants to build a relationship with the rich and
powerful Dani family. Leon’s plain reaction and rejection made Mr
Santoso feel offended.

“Why… are you underestimating me?” Mr Santoso asked in annoyance.

Leon could already guess his reaction, typical to the rest of his family’s
poor attitude. They could only use money and power to repay a person’s
kindness.

“I don’t need money,” Leon replied coldly.

“What?! You don’t need money?” Mr Santoso was livid in disbelief and
his face reddened. “You don’t seem to respect the Dani family! No one
has ever refused my offer before!”

“Did you say no one? Others might be afraid of you, but I don’t!” Leon
clenched his fists in anger.

“Fine! Just because you treated my son’s injury doesn’t mean I will not

go against you. You are too young to understand life! You will regret this
later!”

From the operating theater Dr Glen pushed Jerry on the wheelchair.

Jerry was still weak from the surgery but strengthened himself to exact
revenge on Leon.

His facial expression turned cold and full of hatred when he saw Leon.
He didn’t even thank him.

“Leon didn’t treat my injuries, but Dr Glen and his surgical skills did!
Don’t trust him!” Jerry said while pointing at Leon’s face.



In an unexpected twist, Jerry wasn’t thankful for Leon’s help in saving
his life. He accused Leon instead. How outrageous!

“What happened? Tell me quick!”, Mr Santoso said scrunching his
forehead.

“Despite the bleeding, Dr Glen successfully extracted the glass shard
from my eye. My true savior wasn’t Leon but Dr Glen!” Jerry sounded

confident to assure his father.

“That is true Mr Santoso. It was my perfectionism that got in the way of

the surgery. I thought I have failed. My success will not be easily taken
away by him!” added Dr Glen as he pointed at Leon.

Jerry and Dr Glen made up the scenario that it was Dr Glen who saved
Jerry and not Leon. Jerry wanted revenge for the incident at Mount
Muare, thus he decided to deceive his father.

They worked together to trap Leon in a difficult situation. This way,
Leon wouldn’t gain his father’s trust and receive hatred instead.

Leon’s hard work would be fruitless; he will not gain anything but land
himself in trouble.

After what Jerry and Dr Glen said, Mr Santoso’s face turned unhappy
and looks very angry.

“All this time you’ve been pretending to be great! How dare you trick me!
Youngsters nowadays talk too much! You will never be successful; we’ll
see to that!” Mr Santoso shouted at Leon angrily.
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Your Own Fault



Leon stared at Jerry coldly. “Having power in Oregon does not mean you

can threaten me!” he said firmly.

“Do I need to threaten you? You are a hypocrite Leon! Taking what is
not yours… how shameless!” Jerry replied angrily.

Leon knew Jerry’s bitterness was because Leon bought the Jerry wanted
to have. In Leon’s opinion, buying a house is not easy. Only the capable
ones can do so.

The Dani family aren’t lacking financially, but they talk too much!

“Jerry, there’s no point in talking to you!” Leon said.

Leon felt it is pointless to talk to his uneducated family about the savings
he has done for them.

Leon ignored Jerry and turned to Ezra, “Director Ezra, I’ll be on my
way.”

“How could you leave!” Jerry shouted. “Get him back here! He offended
our family, don’t let him get away!”

Mr Santoso got even angrier after what Jerry said and called for his
guards. But at the sight of Leon’s anger, Mr Santoso hesitated.

“This is the hospital, not the Dani family’s abode. You don’t have to
right to command me. I leave when I want!” Leon said as he walked
away.
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Mr Santoso seemed to lose his bravado. If he were to cause a commotion
in the hospital, he will humiliate himself and the DN Group’s reputation.

Leon walked free and easy to the room where Rachel’s mother is staying.

After Leon was out of sight, Dr Glen and Jerry shared glances and evil

smiles; their plan to get rid of Leon is running smoothly.

Jerry is not grateful for Leon’s help despite knowing he was saved by
Leon instead of Dr Glen.

But Jerry knew Leon isn’t an easy enemy to defeat. It is obvious he could
afford a villa in Mount Muare and held a respected position in the
hospital.

Dr Glen felt threatened Leon would replace his position as the vice
director. He devised a plan to kick Leon out of the hospital.

Both Dr Glen and Jerry were cautious at facing Leon!

Leon came back to the patient’s room and his heart became calm when he
saw Rachel.

Rachel is a graceful and kind woman; everyone feels comfortable around
her.

“Leon, let me get you something to drink. You must be thirsty,” Rachel
offered, her face blushing.

Ever since Rachel came to the hospital, she acted awkwardly around
Leon. She feels nervous around Leon, but she has no idea why.

“You don’t have to, I’m not thirsty. I’m here today for your mother’s

surgery,” Leon replied with a smile.



He isn’t going to execute the procedure; he said it to calm Rachel down.

“Alright, it makes me feel calm to know you’ll take care of me,” Rachel
said softly. “I will return all the treatment fees once my mother is
discharged.”

Soon, the whole hospital heard that Dr Glen successfully treated Jerry’s

injury.

The doctors, nurses and staffs talked about him and the way he used his

skillfulness to tackle a hard procedure. It made him a star in the hospital.

The discussion between the nurses continued until lunch time.

“Have you heard? Vice director Glen operated on a member of the Dani

family!” a nurse said.

“Unbelievable! He extracted a glass shard from his eye, and the wound
healed well. How did Dr Glen do it?” another asked.

“He would’ve need to learn for thirty years!”

“I can’t help but admire him!”

It is a golden opportunity for Dr Glen to set an example for fellow
doctors and nurses.

Dr Glen was embarrassed at the constant praises coming his way, but he
slowly got used to it.

But the glory didn’t last long for him. An unfortunate event sent Dr Glen
into fear and panic. The surgery wound on Jerry’s left eye got infected

and exudes foul-smelling pus, risking him to blindness.



Dr Glen smoked in his room to relieve his stress from receiving the news.

The other doctors and nurses are equally panicked and clueless at what to
do next.

Jerry’s left eye finally turned blind; he could only see from his right. He
was distraught at his fate, but there is no way he could change it.

A horrifying scream was heard from inside the room.

“My eye!!!” Jerry shouted in pain.

“What happened to my eye?! How did it end up like this?!” he lashed
out in frustration.

“Leon, you bastard! He must’ve planned all this!” he screamed. “I will
exact revenge on you!”

Jerry stood up from his bed in pain. To release his anger and frustration,
Jerry threw whatever he found on the table at the window, breaking the
glass into pieces.

He proceeded to head to the room where Rachel’s mother is staying.
Jerry entered the room and charged at Leon to beat him. Rachel was
startled and scared.

Fortunately, Leon reacted quickly and countered Jerry’s attack, causing
him to fall. He is in a disadvantage due to only seeing from one eye.

“Leon, how dare you hurt me? I will destroy you!” Jerry shouted

furiously; his eye bulged in anger.



Leon looked at Jerry. “I remembered you saying Dr Glen saved you; the
whole hospital knows that too. Why are you coming to shout at me? Are

you accusing me?” he said with a smile.

“You’ll be dead if you try to fight me!” Jerry shouted.

“I will not. You’re the one who ended up blind! And it is by your own
fault!” Leon said firmly.

Leon knew Jerry’s condition best and had no ill intention against him.
The rest happened purely because of his own fault!
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Get Lost!

If only Dr Glen and Jerry didn’t have evil plans against Leon, he could
have helped Jerry relieve his pain. Instead Jerry complicated the

situation and falsely accused Leon.

Leon himself has no reason to help such a troublesome person!

He looked at Jerry with pity; his evil deeds came back to him.

A person doesn’t have to do much good; to do no evil is enough.

In Leon’s opinion, Jerry doesn’t deserve his mercy. He needs to be
taught a lesson to change for the better.

“Stop sulking and go back to the operating theater. Have your eye
replaced with a dog’s eye,” Leon said coldly.
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“Wait for my revenge, Leon! I will direct everything in my power to
make you suffer forever! I’m looking at your eye!” Jerry replied with a

sharp stare.

“Get lost!”

Leon hates being threatened. He will not hold back from teaching them a

lesson without opening his mouth!

Rachel has been in the same room; she was startled, and her heart
pounded quickly. But she was more worried about Leon than herself.

“Leon are you alright?” she asked seriously.

Leon let a small laugh at how the small and delicate Rachel worried
about him.

He shook his head, “I am fine, you don’t have to worry.”

“Oh! Thank goodness then. Please be careful Leon. I don’t know what

the problem is, but he seems to be a very powerful man…” she said in a

low voice.

“Rachel calm down, nothing is going to happen,” Leon replied.

Rachel blushed. “I… I don’t want you to get hurt…”

“Don’t be afraid, I am not weak.” Leon smiled and stroked Rachel’s head
softly to assure her.

Her heart beats faster and her face turns red every time Leon pats her
head. She felt like she was going to faint.



“You… you must be thirsty, so I’ll go get you a drink…” Rachel said in

an awkward manner. She grabbed her water bottle and briskly went out
of the room.

Leon laughed at how quickly Rachel disappeared. It’s already the fourth
time Rachel asked him if he is thirsty today.

The time of the ‘surgery’ came, and Leon prepared all the required tools.

The needles are the main point of the treatment which brings most
effectiveness.

Sadly, a lot of medical workers who had no prior knowledge about
traditional Chinese medicine are surprised and doubtful at acupuncture
healing.

Rachel’s mother will only need care in the hospital. She has passed the
critical phase and can be dismissed within a month.

On the other hand, Leon will not show up in the hospital for some time.
His teacher told him to not reveal his ability as an acupuncture doctor,
otherwise they will try and steal his spot.

For the sake of healing Rachel’s mother, he tended to her every day and
postponed his quest to find Mr Dani for the handover of Oregon Avenue.

In the last three years, Rachel has been through a lot of difficulties. She
didn’t even treat herself well to save up.

Fortunately, she is blessed with beauty and kindness which made
everyone around her comfortable and willing to protect her.



Rachel didn’t know Leon is a great doctor with the vastest knowledge in
this hospital. She also wasn’t aware of Leon’s expertise in traditional
medicine.

Leon didn’t reveal it to Rachel in fear she will become distant towards
him.

“Rachel, after today’s procedure, you can breathe freely. She only needs
to go through the recovery process. You can go out and spend time with
your friends,” Leon said with a serious look.

“Alright then, hearing it from you makes me feel calm,” Rachel replied
with a nod.

The day passed quickly. The skies have turned dark and Leon went back
home to rest.

In the dark and silent night, Indra and his granddaughter Sucyanti went
for a walk after dinner around the villa complex to breathe fresh air.

As Indra and Sucyanti walked, they noticed Leon practicing yoga on his
patio.

“Grandpa, is he crazy? He stayed in his previous house for a few days

only and now moved again, Plus, doing yoga outside at this time of the
night!” Sucyanti directed her gaze to Leon’s direction.

“Don’t be bothered. The reason is obviously because he has the money.
He must’ve moved to Oregon not long ago. I must introduce myself to
him, there is nothing wrong in making new friends,” said Indra out of
curiosity.

Leon didn’t care about Sucyanti’s gaze. To him, yoga is beneficial in
improving his health.



The next day, Leon felt strong and spirited as yoga was indeed good for
his health.

“Today I will meet Mr Dani and finish the handing over of the Oregon
Avenue,” Leon thought to himself.

When Leon first came to Oregon, he was an empty sheet paper with
nothing on him. Having a trusted secretary like Mawar has reduced a lot
of Leon’s burden.

Leon departed from his house on the Hennessy Venom GT, much to the
attention of his surrounding neighbors. His car made everyone jealous.

When they see his car on the street, they would take videos of it and
upload in on Tik Tok. The post was flooded with comments within
minutes.

Half an hour later, Leon arrived at the Oregon Avenue and parked his car.
His phone rang when he was about to get off the car. It is a text message
from Rachel.

In the text, Rachel asked to go with Leon for a walk at the Oregon

Avenue. He had arrived by coincidence.

Oregon Avenue is a large road titled as Oregon’s most elite shopping
spot. Its streets are lined with various expensive luxury brands.

Rachel arrived not long after. She is wearing a simple dress which looks
lovely on her. Added with her cheerful smile and glowing face, everyone
came to adore her.

Leon knew the dress Rachel wore was not anything fancy, but it still
made her look beautiful and cute.
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Finally Here

Rachel was born pretty. Although the dress she’s wearing is cheap, she
still appears beautiful and elegant.

Leon looked at her with a broad smile and nodded. Rachel is innocent
and brave at the same time. Not every woman could wear something she
does for a walk on Oregon Avenue.

“Le… Leon, come on!” Rachel whispered close to Leon’s ears, her
round and glassy eyes staring deep into him.

“Rachel, the way you said it might cause a misunderstanding!” Leon
replied. He got a little shy at what he heard.

“I mean let’s go for a walk…” she rephrased her words nervously.

Leon straightened his shoulders. He can’t help himself to protect the shy
and delicate Rachel.

Suddenly, a woman wearing a black hat approached the two. She had
long hair and a small face, but slightly shorter than Rachel.

She stared at Rachel sharply from afar with hatred evident in her eyes.

“Yenni, how did you get here?” Leon looked at her displeased. He had
always despised her. To him, she is as annoying as a fly perching on
food.
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Rachel explained in her small voice, “Hmm… She must’ve seen when I

sent you the text. She quietly followed me out, but I didn’t expect her to
follow me all the way here.”

Rachel and Yenni are roommates, and they used to be best friends. But
after Yenni betrayed Rachel multiple times on Gerald’s behalf, they are
no longer friends.

Rachel didn’t want Yenni to come with her to see Leon; all she does is
compare Leon to Gerald, which made Rachel uncomfortable.

In Rachel’s opinion, although Leon’s family might not be as wealthy as
Gerald’s, she knew for sure that Leon was a good man who wouldn’t try

to harm her.

Leon is friends with everyone regardless of their social status. He is a
man worth fighting for.

“Rachel, how could you? You’ve been going on secret dates with Leon!”
Yenni mocked her. She sounded like an aunt who enjoys gossiping.

Rachel’s eyebrow furrowed. “What are you saying? We’re going for a

walk, not a date!” she countered.

Leon suddenly held Rachel’s hand and looked into her eyes, as if telling
her to ignore Yenni. Trying to give her an explanation would be
pointless.

Whether it is a walk or a date is none of Yenni’s business.

Leon stared at Yenni. “Yenni, this has nothing to do with you! You had
the heart to sell your best friend for a profit, now you don’t have a say

about Rachel’s life!” he said with anger in his voice.



Leon didn’t want to fight Yenni; all she does is snoop into people’s lives!

“You talk with a forked tongue like a venomous snake!” Leon added
coldly.

“I’m doing this for Rachel’s sake! If she marries a weak man like you,
she will be unhappy for the rest of her life!” Yenni replied cynically.

If Rachel wasn’t with him right now, Leon would not hesitate to give
Yenni a lesson like he did previously.

“Oh, that night I saw you walking with a rich older woman like a pair of

lovers. No wonder you own a lot of money; it comes from your sugar

mama! Are you not going to admit it?” Yenni continued taunting him.

“For God’s sake! If I were to walk together with your mother, does it
automatically mean I have a relationship with her?” Leon stared at her in
disbelief.

Yenni was pissed at his words but tried to control herself to reach her
goal.

“Rachel, you have to believe me. We’re like sisters! There’s no way I’m
trying to harm you. Leon is not a good man; you better stay away from
him!”

But Rachel stood her ground. “I trust Leon. He isn’t someone like that.
The woman might be his acquaintance.”

“Rachel you must be insane! To let go of a rich and kind guy like Gerald,
for someone so low. I am so impressed of you!” Yenni shrieked in a fury.

Yenni is after the prize money Gerald promised her. She tried her best to
make Rachel date Gerald every single day.



Leon isn’t carried away by Yenni’s nonsense, he only smiled. Suddenly
he thought of something interesting.

“Why are you wearing a hat when the weather is hot outside? Stop acting

cool and take it off!” said Leon as he took off Yenni’s hat.

She tried reaching for her hat but to no avail.

“Is this the latest hairstyle from your village?” Leon laughed.

Rachel couldn’t hold her laughter either. Yenni’s haircut looked terrible;
everyone can’t help but laugh at her.

Yenni held her anger and bit her lip. She stared at Leon furiously.

If she knew her hairstyle was going to be made fun of, she wouldn’t have
faced Leon.

Yenni felt awkward and looked around. She saw Gerald at a nearby

watch shop.

She felt as if her saviour was there and immediately ran to him.

“Gerald! Gerald!” Yenni called to him, “Fancy meeting you here, Gerald.
It’s been a few days since I last saw you, but you are more handsome
than ever!” she said with a grin.

But Gerald is not in the mood to deal with Yenni. From the corner of his

eye, he saw Leon instead.

It’s his first day out of the hospital, and he’s meeting Leon; as if they are
cat and mouse.



Yenni was overjoyed to see Gerald finally make his appearance. She
didn’t realize Gerald was ignoring her.

Gerald was annoyed, and he looked at Yenni strangely.

The moment he saw Leon, his focus changed. To him, Leon is a god!

He suddenly heard Leon speaking to him. “Are you out of the hospital
already?”

Gerald was taken aback at Leon’s seemingly friendly smile.

“Uhm… Yes,” Gerald mumbled his answer while nodding his head.

“That’s great. I’m still going with Rachel on a walk,” Leon said to him.
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Don’t Pretend!

Gerald is no longer angry at how Leon and Rachel became closer now.
He wouldn’t try to steal her attention unless he is willing to fight against
Jason for the second time.

When Rachel saw Gerald, she was struck by an odd feeling. It’s only
been a few days since she last saw him, but how did his demeanor change

tremendously?

Yenni went off at Leon again. “Leon, watch your tone when you’re
talking to Gerald! Quick, apologize to him!”
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Leon shot daggers at Yenni without saying a word. He’s had enough of
her talking!

Leon will never hit women. But if there were no one else around, he
would’ve gone and shaved Yenni’s head clean!

Leon took Rachel by the hand and entered the mall, leaving Yenni with
Gerald. He plans on buying Rachel a gift.

He took Rachel to a watch shop. Without saying anything, the employees
immediately offered them the latest models for women.

“Rachel, choose whichever you like, and I’ll get it for you,” Leon said
while holding Rachel’s delicate hand. He chose a few models that might

suit her.

Rachel couldn’t bring herself to accept such an expensive gift. Ever since
she was born, she has never worn luxury items. She even had to save up
for meals.

“I… I don’t need this. It’s very expensive, it would be a waste of
money,” Rachel whispered to Leon.

Rachel was shocked by the price of the watches. On the price tags were
written fifty to two million dollars!

She couldn’t digest it; the price of a watch is more expensive than the
house she is living in.

Leon gave her a sweet smile. “Don’t think about it. Just choose one. It’s
a gift from me,” he said to assure her.

She only had to choose a watch, when Leon could even give her a hotel.



Rachel suddenly felt something was amiss. Since when Leon had such
amount of money? He wasn’t kidding, right? The watches are priced at

over two million dollars each… Rachel knew he didn’t own that much.

“Leon, where did you get your money from? Stop pretending to be rich

when you’re nothing compared to Gerald!” Yenni suddenly appeared
behind Rachel and Leon.

“You’re being too much!” Leon smiled while holding his anger towards
Yenni.

“Did I say anything wrong? Stop pretending. You won’t even afford the
cheapest model available!” she added arrogantly.

Yenni knew Leon and Gerald are enemies, and she used the opportunity
to gain Gerald’s favor.

“If I can’t afford the watch, why would I pretend and come here?” Leon
asked coldly.

“Easy reason is because you don’t want Gerald to beat you and take
Rachel away from you! I’m waiting to see what you’re going to sell next

to earn money!” Yenni said sarcastically at Leon.

Yenni kept on spitting unnecessary comments.

“How do you know I sold my house to afford this watch? How about I

just take this watch?” Leon challenged her.

“Be prepared for prison life then! You’re stealing because you can’t
afford an expensive give for the woman you like. What a sad man!”
Yenni laughed.



More nonsense came out of her mouth as she spoke. She forgot that she
is also a sad woman who betrayed her best friend in exchange of money.

“Now I shall let you see, the poor image you have in mind!” declared
Leon.

He took the most expensive watch and put it on Rachel’s hand. None of
the shop employees said a word or tried to stop him. The shop owner is
choosing his watch, they have no right to stop him from doing so.

For Leon owns the Oregon Avenue and everything in it.

Rachel looked at the shop employees in bewilderment. “This man is a liar.
Do you believe he can pay for the watch he took? Quick, catch him!”

The employees looked back at Rachel as if she is crazy.

Customers can test the product even if they don’t make the purchase.
Besides the products’ value, the services offered by such brands are also
an important factor.

Rachel was confused at how none of the employees said anything to
Leon.

What confused her even more was how Gerald didn’t open his mouth to
fight Leon.

She recalled that if he didn’t mock or curse at Leon, that wasn’t Gerald at
all.

“Gerald, Rachel is an innocent girl who is too easily carried away by
gifts and sweet words. But you are still the best, and this is a chance to
show her what you’ve got!” Yenni said to Gerald.



Gerald felt nauseated at what Yenni said.

“I just got out of the hospital! If you’re trying to go to hell, then do it
yourself! Stop dragging me with you!” Gerald lashed out at her.

“Mr. Leon, Sir, this has nothing to do with me!” he said to convince
Leon.

“What?! I have no subordinate like you!” Leon gave him a confused

stare.

“Ma’am…” Gerald called to Rachel.

Rachel was surpised and speechless when she heard it. She wondered if
she appeared that old.

Yenni stood in shock at the exchange she saw.

Gerald was crazy after Rachel. He didn’t have to end up like this just
because he was rejected!

Yenni was dazed. What happened at the rich and handsome man she used

to know? Did they feed him the wrong drug?

Someone who hasn’t been through what Gerald experienced wouldn’t
know.

Although Gerald wasn’t aware of Leon’s actual status, now he knew

Leon is a great figure within the Wijaya family.

Yenni tried to persuade Gerald again. “Gerald are you drunk? Quickly

choose a watch and give it to Rachel. Leon will be so embarrassed!”



Yenni is indeed foolish. What does Gerald have to take? The Wijayas

own this store!

“I’m sorry to disappoint you, but I own this watch store. Not only I am
free to choose the watch I want, I can also have it without paying,” Leon
said to Yenni with a smile.

The employees nodded in agreement to support Leon’s statement.

Gerald had seen it coming. Even the five-star hotel is under Leon’s name.
Owning this store isn’t something extraordinary for him.

Yenni and Rachel was shocked; they didn’t expect Leon to own such a
luxurious shop!

“Leon… you…” Rachel was at a loss for words.

“Rachel, I will explain it to you, but not now,” Leon said. Now is not the

time to tell her that he is the sole heir of the Wijaya family.

For her own safety, it’s better for Rachel to know less about him. Too
much information might complicate the situation.

Leon admitted the shop is his because he had a plan in mind.

The first is to make Yenni shut her mouth, and the second is to show
outsiders a hint of Leon’s true power.

Rachel nodded her head. “Alright,” she softly replied, although she is
curious and excited to hear Leon’s explanation.

She still believed that Leon has been sincere in helping her.



On the other hand, Yenni didn’t believe what Leon said. She thought he
was lying.

“Stop pretending, Leon! I don’t believe you!”

She suddenly gave Leon a cynical look. “Forget it! If its true you had
money, why did you have to work for the last four years in school?” she
challenged.

Gerald has had enough of Yenni’s trash talk and moved his hand in
action!

“Slap! Slap!”

“Does Sir Leon have to pretend? You’re being foolish! If you want to
suffer, then suffer for yourself!” Gerald shouted at her in frustration.

“Gerald, why did you hit me? The person you have to hit is Leon!”
Yenni said in annoyance.

“You stupid girl! You’re trying to kill me! Do you hold a grudge against
me? Go away from my life!” he said seriously.

Yenni’s heart broke at Gerald’s words; she felt tortured.

How did the young master of the Chow family be so afraid of a poor kid
like Leon?

And to sell his dignity by referring to Leon as ‘Sir’?

Or perhaps Leon’s mistress is a powerful woman of high position?
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